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Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

Andor

The Eye

With plans to rob an Imperial site on Aldhani ready - the time to execute a financial blow against the
Empire is now. As Cassian goes undercover to infiltrate the Imperial site, the spectacular celestial
phenomena, The Eye of Aldhani, provides the cover needed for their escape.

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

In Throes Of Increasing Wonder...

Louis de Pointe du Lac lives in 1910 New Orleans as executor-in-charge of his family's fortune. When he
meets the vampire Lestat, Louis' life begins to unravel in otherworldly ways. 110 years later, Louis tells his
story to journalist Daniel Molloy.

Anne Rice's Mayfair Witches

The Witching Hour

Neurosurgeon Rowan Fielding has a problem - when she gets mad, she kills with her mind. Her search for
answers sends her toward her secretive biological family. In New Orleans, Deirdre Mayfair is desperate to
escape from her aunt’s oppressive house.

Bad Sisters

Saving Grace

Season finale. Tensions run high as shocking revelations come to light. Time is running out for the Garvey
sisters.

Bel-Air

Excellence Is Everywhere

Will struggles on his new basketball team but is nominated for a leadership award at Bel-Air Academy,
causing friction with Carlton.

Better Call Saul

Saul Gone

The series finale.

BMF

Devil's Night

Devil’s Night and a drug drought causes chaos and a spike in crime in the city of Detroit. Meech seeks a
new supply from K-9 at a bloody cost, while Terry confronts a car service competitor that is as ruthless as
any gangster.



The Boys

Herogasm

Butcher and Hughie shoot up V24 as they head to Vermont with Soldier Boy. Starlight and MM discover
that TNT are hosting Herogasm, an annual orgy for supes and sex workers, and potential carnage. As they
all converge on the house of debauchery, Homelander’s arrival leads to the ultimate battle.

The Calling

Shomer

A bomb threat at a local daycare spins Avi into another world of complex lies and motives; Paul’s wife is
reported missing; Janine encourages Avi to confront his past.

Carnival Row

Facta Non Verba

Reeling from the consequences of his choices, Philo rejects defining himself as either Human or Fae.

Chucky

Goin’ To The Chapel

Ade due Damballa! The survivors band together with Father Bryce to perform an exorcism.

Citadel

The Human Enigma

Series premiere. Eight years ago, Citadel spies Mason Kane and Nadia Sinh collided with a nefarious, new
syndicate Manticore, responsible for destroying their agency. Today, Mason lives a quiet life as Kyle Conroy
with no memory until Bernard Orlick recruits him to stop Manticore from creating a new world order.

City On Fire

Brass Tactics

A college student is shot in Central Park on July 4, 2003. The investigation connects a series of mysterious
citywide fires, the downtown music scene, and a wealthy uptown real estate family fraying under the strain
of the many secrets they keep.

The Company You Keep

The Truth Shall Set You Free

Emma and Daphne agree to work together to take down the Maguires. The Nicolettis consider selling the
bar when a great offer comes their way. David announces he is done with politics.

The Crown

Mou Mou

In 1946, an Egyptian street vendor finds inspiration in the abdicated King Edward. Years later, he eagerly
tries to integrate into British High Society.

Dark Winds

HózhóoNaasháa

Leaphorn, Chee, and Manuelito descend on the hiding place of the Buffalo Society, only to be confronted
with hard decisions that could change the outcome of the rest of their lives.

Dear Edward

Pilot

Edward is nervous for his family’s move to LA. Lacey’s marriage is strained. Dee Dee and Zoe celebrate.
Edward’s flight departs for Los Angeles.



The Diplomat

The Dogcatcher

Tempers flare at Chevening House, where an unexpected guest's arrival sends Kate and Dennison
scrambling for a resolution. Hal makes a new connection.

Echo 3

Scorched Earth

As night falls, Prince, Bambi, and their team set out across the border, fulfilling Bambi’s promise to knock
the place over.

1899

The Storm

Daniel asks Maura for something she doesn’t understand. Olek and Ling Yi steer the ship before a tragedy
occurs. Elliot’s identity comes to light.

The Equalizer

Love Hurts

When Colton Fisk tasks McCall with tracking down an ex-MI6 agent in Paris with whom she had a past
relationship, she must convince him to help her track down a crucial document that his friend was hiding.
Also, Delilah faces discrimination at her new fashion internship.

Evil

The Demon Of The Road

The team encounters a truck driver whose wife thinks he is possessed and explores the possibility of a
demon haunting the motorway.

Fatal Attraction

Pilot

In the past Dan Gallagher notices a charming colleague. In the present he is paroled for her murder.

Firefly Lane

Can’t Fight This Feeling

A bridal shower stirs up resentments and memories, an awkward encounter leads to a life-changing
question, and a tragedy shakes teenage Kate's world.

For All Mankind

Polaris

Nearly 10 years have passed. Danielle and Ed attend a celebration, where things take a terrifying turn.

From

Strangers In A Strange Land

Donna and Kenny desperately try to manage the chaos as a busload of unwitting newcomers arrives in
town. Tabitha and Victor struggle to find their way through the nightmarish labyrinth of tunnels beneath
the town. Boyd’s fear grows as he begins to realize he may never escape his terrifying prison.

FUBAR

That's It And That's All

With the clock ticking, Luke and Emma make tough choices to finish the mission and stay alive. A big day
for the Brunner family spirals out of control.



Ginny & Georgia

Hark! Darkness Descends!

After a sudden behavior change raises concern among his friends, Marcus has a tearful meeting with
Ginny. Austin witnesses a terrifying scene.

Godfather Of Harlem

Our Black Shining Prince

Bumpy and Chin enlist Morgenthau's help to prevent Colombo and Battle from bringing in a shipment of
heroin, guns, and cocaine. Stella must choose between Colombo and her father. Meanwhile, Malcolm X
prepares for his speech at the Audubon Ballroom.

The Good Fight

The End Of Everything

The office must survive after being trapped by white supremacists.

Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies

We're Gonna Rule The School

Four outcasts including a braniac good student, a scandal-ridden cynic, a tomboy, and a fashion maven,
navigate the first day of junior year at Rydell High.

The Great

Peter & The Wolf

Catherine introduces divorce to the court with unforeseen consequences. Grigor befriends Maxim and goes
stag hunting, and Elizabeth and Petrov go on a trip to the regions.

The Handmaid's Tale

Safe

Under threat, June must find a way to keep herself and her family safe from Gilead and its violent
supporters in Toronto.

House Of The Dragon

The Heirs Of The Dragon

Convinced his wife will soon give birth to a son – cementing his line of succession – King Viserys plans an
extravagant week-long celebratory tournament. Meanwhile, Princess Rhaenyra receives frank words from
her mother about her duty to the realm before welcoming uncle, Prince Daemon, who’s returned for the
festivities.

Hunters

The Home

As Jonah attempts to smuggle the greatest evil out of Argentina to meet justice, we travel back in time to
war-torn Germany to the home of a peculiar old couple whose story has reverberations for Jonah’s success
or failure.

Kindred

Alice

Dana finds herself in a dire situation. Kevin chases a runaway slave. And Tom seeks to restate order on his
plantation.



The L Word: Generation Q

Questions For The Universe

Alice, Shane and Sophie grapple with the big questions on their path to finding The One after many
missteps, heartbreaks and disappointments. Sent on a journey to understand where they’ve gone wrong,
each of them, by the end, find they’re ready to change everything.

The Last Of Us

When You're Lost In The Darkness

2003. As a parasitic fungal outbreak begins to ravage the world, Joel Miller attempts to escape the
escalating chaos with his daughter and brother. Twenty years later, Joel and his partner Tess fight to
survive under totalitarian regime, while the insurgent Fireflies harbor a teenage girl with a unique gift.

A League Of Their Own

Stealing Home

Carson follows Lupe to a secret bar and is filled with awe and wonder. Later she brings Greta and Jo there,
but their joy is short-lived when there’s a terrifying police raid. Uncle Bert knocks on Clance’s door with a
gift for Max, but Max is embarrassed by his presence.

Lockwood & Co.

This Will Be Us

After an abrupt end to her ghost-hunting training, Lucy Carlyle flees to London — where she meets two
teens who run a paranormal investigative agency.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Udûn

Adar and the Orcs descend upon the Southlands where Arondir, Bronwyn and Theo prepare for battle.
Later, having survived two attacks, the Southlanders take refuge in their tavern. As Adar and the Orcs
break down the door, there’s a rumbling in the distance. It’s the Númenorean cavalry led by Galadriel.

Lucky Hank

Pilot

Hank rants against Railton College, calling it Mediocrity's Capitol, and the administration is pressured to
fire him. Hank and Lily contemplate a future outside of Railton.

Manifest

Inversion Illusion

As the Stones race to find the Omega Sapphire, Ben finds hope in a Calling that reunites him with a
familiar face. Zeke faces a difficult choice.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

The Testi-Roastial

It’s 1990 and the air is crackling with comedy gold. New York’s show business elite have descended upon
the Friars Club to roast legendary manager Susie Myerson. Old friends and competitors pile on the playful
insults, regaling the room with three decades of masterful dealmaking, broken friendships and shocking
revelations.

Mayor Of Kingstown

Santa Jesus

Mike spends his version of a day off the grid. Ian goes to great lengths to solve a problem. Bunny has a
gift for Raphael. Milo speaks to Iris alone.



The Nevers

I Don't Know Enough About You

Horatio faces tests of loyalties, while True and Penance prepare for what's coming.

New Amsterdam

How Can I Help?

Series finale where everyone's story reaches a surprising yet inevitable conclusion.

The Night Agent

The Call

While working the night action desk, FBI agent Peter receives a distress call and is soon put in charge of
protecting cybersecurity expert Rose.

9-1-1: Lone Star

This Is Not A Drill

Owen reveals to the 126 he has been working with the FBI to help bring down a domestic terrorist group
with his motorcycle gang. Then the 126 respond to a bomb threat at the State Capitol and put a stop to
the terrorist's deadly plans.

1923

Ghost Of Zebrina

Spencer and Alexandra begin their long journey back to Montana. Banner and Whitfield plot their next
move to control the valley. Teonna goes to great lengths to secure her freedom and safety.

The Old Man

I

When Dan Chase's past catches up to him, he must flee the town he's called home for three decades.

The Orville: New Horizons

Domino

The creation of a powerful new weapon puts the Orville crew — and the entire Union — in a political and
ethical quandary.

Outer Banks

Secret Of The Gnomon

The Pogues' search for El Dorado brings them deep into the jungle, where John B and Sarah face the
ultimate test of their courage and family bonds.

The Outlaws

Episode Six

Out of options and time, the outlaws must take extreme measures. But with the eyes of the public and the
police on them, can they together pull off the con to end all cons?

P-Valley

Mississippi Rule

It’s the big finale, y’all. New beginnings and endings abound in Chucalissa.



Paper Girls

It Was Never About The Corn

Larry may have a way for the girls get home to 1988…but it’s going to require a lot of adult Erin…and Mac
may not want to go home to her old life after spending time with Dylan.

Peaky Blinders

Lock And Key

The mole learns when and where Arthur will be alone. Fresh out of prison, Michael sets out on his mission.
Finn's loyalty to the Shelbys is tested.

The Peripheral

What About Bob?

Flynne’s life is threatened again, forcing her to confront Cherise.

Perry Mason

Chapter Fourteen

Looking for a way out after he’s subpoenaed, Holcomb offers Perry an olive branch. Tensions rise when
Paul solicits Morris’ investigative help. Meanwhile, Della continues to foster her relationships with Camilla
and Anita, giving her the confidence to question her first witness – and push the verdict in Gallardos’ favor.

Poker Face

Escape From Shit Mountain

After climbing out of a hole in the woods, Charlie is stranded with mysterious injuries in a motel during a
blizzard. To survive the night, she must decipher the deadly tension between her questionable companions,
a bigmouthed pickpocket, a bitter motel manager and a scary guy with an ankle monitor.

The Power

The Day Of The Girls

Tunde documents a growing Saudi protest after a young woman is beaten for her EOD. Violence breaks
out. At the convent, Sister Veronica wants Allie to leave, but she fights back after saving Luanne during a
seizure. Roxy and her brothers pursue one of the men who killed her mother.

Power Book II: Ghost

Divided We Stand

Tariq is forced to join forces with those who betrayed him in order to prevent the worst possible outcome
for everyone. Monet elevates her position within the business, reaffirming her power over the Tejada
children.

Power Book III: Raising Kanan

If Y'don't Know, Now Y'know

Decidedly his own man, Kanan strays further from his mother and sets up shop on his own on the corners
of South Jamaica. Worried about retaliation, Raq questions Unique. Lou’s rift with Raq grows when he
makes a discovery.

Quantum Leap

O Ye Of Little Faith

Ben leaps into a priest who has been called to assist a family in crisis on Halloween night. As he delves into
mysterious and inexplicable events, he’s forced to muster all his resources as a scientist before time runs
out.



Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Holding The King

George's hidden struggles — and the extreme measures he's undertaken for a chance of future happiness
with Charlotte — finally come to light.

Rabbit Hole

Pilot

Nothing is what it seems when John Weir (Kiefer Sutherland), master of corporate espionage, finds himself
at the center of a shadowy conspiracy.

The Recruit

N.L.T.S.Y.P.

While scrambling to learn how to navigate the high-stakes world of international espionage, Owen attempts
to track down classified information on Max.

The Rehearsal

Orange Juice, No Pulp

Nathan Fielder helps a Brooklyn-based trivia aficionado come clean to his teammate about a long-held lie.

Riches

Black On Both Sides

As the Richards gear up for the biggest event of the year for Flair & Glory, news of the embezzlement
comes as a blow to Claudia and Nina’s half siblings. Gus receives some awaited information, and Nina’s
suspicions turn to a once trusted employee.

The Sandman

24/7

With Morpheus caught off guard, John settles in at a diner to watch the people around him — and put his
theory about truth and lies to a terrifying test.

See

I See You

Series Finale. Baba and Ranger infiltrate Sibeth’s camp, determined to stop her and Tormada once and for
all.

The Serpent Queen

An Attack On The King

Mary visits Rahima and recounts her side of the story of life at the Royal Court. Catherine and Mary have
conflicting views when it comes to freedom of religion in France.

Shadow And Bone

Meet You In The Meadow

As Alina reels over the staggering cost to harness the Firebird's power, Kirigan readies his army for a
ferocious battle pitting Grisha against Grisha.

Slow Horses

Old Scores

Season Finale. Lamb and Katinsky go head-to-head. Ho finds himself trapped on a train with a Russian
assassin.



Snowfall

Ballad Of The Bear

Franklin and Gustavo set a plan in motion.

Sprung

Chapter Nine

Season finale. The heist gets moved up. The crew must keep Congresswoman Tackleberry in a Wi-Fi dead
zone while they deplete her bank account, delaying any email notifications of changed passwords. Jack and
Gloria impersonate FBI agents, tie up Tackleberry’s aide Collin so Jack can replace him as her driver.

Star Trek: Picard

The Last Generation

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews both old and new fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they’ve ever faced.

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Piggyback

With selfless hearts and a clash of metal, heroes fight from every corner of the battlefield to save Hawkins
— and the world itself.

Succession

Connor's Wedding

Before heading to Europe to meet with Matsson face-to-face, Logan tasks Roman with implementing an
unsavory first step in his strategic refocus. Meanwhile, Connor fixates on minutia at his wedding. Later, the
siblings bond when they get news that Logan has become ill mid-flight.

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Summer House

It’s the first day of summer: the day Belly, her brother Steven, and her mother Laurel head to Cousins
beach to stay with Susannah Fisher and her boys, Conrad and Jeremiah. Belly’s been going to Cousins
since before she was born, but something about this summer feels different for Belly.

Surface

It Comes In Waves

A risky choice lands Sophie in the throes of a hallucinogenic trip that makes her question what kind of
person she really is—or was.

Ted Lasso

Sunflowers

A friendly match takes the team to Amsterdam, where one night out unlocks truths for many.

The Terminal List

The Engram

Series premiere. After the murder of his entire platoon, Navy SEAL Commander James Reece returns home
with conflicting memories and questions about his culpability. When James is attacked by two assassins
during an MRI, the gun they use is from his safe. He races home to check on his family.



Three Pines

The Hangman - Part 2

Gamache and his team unearth a tragic story that provides the key to the victim’s desire for vengeance,
and by doing so leads the team to his murderers. Meanwhile, it falls to Gamache to apprehend the
individual responsible for Blue Two-Rivers’ disappearance, putting himself in grave danger as he does.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Falcon

Season 3 premiere: Jack Ryan investigates a secret plan to restore the Soviet Empire through war,
embarking on a dangerous op helped by Rome Station Chief Elizabeth Wright and Head of Russia House
James Greer. Meanwhile, an assassination on home soil forces Czech President Alena Kovac into a
dangerous position.

Truth Be Told

Freedom Is Never Given; It Is Won

Poppy reveals her suspect to Markus—and risks her career with a bold tactic. Shreve's confrontation with a
politician leads to an arrest.

The Umbrella Academy

Seven Bells

Reginald goes all out to convince the children to sign on to his plan. Five tries to recover a drunken
memory. Allison has a change of heart.

Vikings: Valhalla

The Reckoning

Leif says a painful goodbye. Harald's new love is not what she seems. A key battle comes to an end, but
the war to rule over Norway is just beginning.

Waco: The Aftermath

Reckoning

Gary finds himself under a ticking clock, hoping to prevent another disaster. The fate of the Branch
Davidians is revealed as the trial concludes. Vernon returns to Mount Carmel, now the self-appointed
prophet, David Koresh. Series finale.

Wednesday

A Murder Of Woes

Wednesday lands in trouble with Principal Weems, but that's just the start of her problems. To fight an
ancient evil, she'll need all her friends’ help.

Westworld

Generation Loss

Should auld acquaintance be forgot and days of auld lang syne?

The White Lotus

Arrivederci

Hoping to help Lucia, Albie asks Dominic for a karmic payment. With Portia still unreachable, Tanya grows
increasingly wary of Quentin’s motives. Consumed with doubts, Ethan confronts Cameron…and gets
unexpected advice from Daphne. After an eventful night, Valentina gives Mia a chance.



Will Trent

Pilot

Special Agent Will Trent of the Georgia Bureau of Investigation (GBI) relies on his keen instincts and
unique experience to uncover the truth when a murder investigation reveals there's more to the story than
meets the eye.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga

Dirty Dancin'

We see Dirty take on the persona of Dirt McGirt in the theme of a 1970s blaxploitation film, as he finds
inspiration for his first solo album, Return to the 36 Chambers.

Yellowjackets

Edible Complex

Breaking off that friendship with the person who keeps ghosting you isn’t always easy. Tai speeds through
an unexpected reunion, Nat shacks up with Lottie and Misty encounters a riddle wrapped in an enigma
dressed in cargo shorts.

Yellowstone

One Hundred Years Is Nothing

John Dutton is sworn in as Governor of Montana; as he settles into the powers of his new office, he makes
bold moves to protect Yellowstone from his opponents

You

Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?

As memories of the past trickle in, Joe struggles to recall an important detail. Phoebe shares her hasty
plans with Kate. Nadia scrambles for a solution.

Your Honor

Part Eleven

Picking up in the aftermath of a terrible accident, a grieving Michael Desiato is beyond hope. After fleeing
the scene, Eugene is aided by unlikely benefactors. Jimmy Baxter looks to expand his criminal empire,
while Gina Baxter channels her anger over her dead son.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie

Accused

Ava's Story

After a married couple discovers their newborn is deaf, they elect to try and correct the baby’s disability
through a surgical procedure. But when their surrogate – who also happens to be deaf – learns the news,
she kidnaps the baby in an attempt to protect her.

American Horror Stories

Dollhouse

A job interview goes horribly wrong.

American Horror Story: NYC

The Body

A chilling event from Patrick’s past returns to haunt him. Gino and Henry are determined to uncover it at
any cost.

Anything's Possible

Anything’s Possible follows Kelsa, a confident high school girl who is trans, as she navigates through senior
year. When her classmate Khal gets a crush on her, he musters up the courage to ask her out.

Beef

The Great Fabricator

Danny moves from fear into panic as new crises arise. Willing to do whatever it takes to keep June safe,
Amy devises a perilous scheme.

Black Bird

WhatsHerName

In the aftermath of a prison riot, Jimmy and Larry find themselves with time to learn more about each
other.

Chloe

There Is A Light

Lonely, Becky spends her life on Chloe’s social media, always on the outside looking in, until the sudden
death of her ex-best friend pulls her into a frenzy to discover the truth behind her death.

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Lionel

As Jeff awaits trial, his father deals with his own demons, the Milwaukee police try to save face and the
victims' families share their stories.

Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 10: Rock ‘N’ Roll Suicide

Series finale. Daisy Jones & The Six perform to a sold-out crowd at Soldier Field in Chicago. Behind the
scenes there is heartbreak, for Daisy, Billy and Camila, for Karen and Graham and for Eddie. This is the
story of that fateful day- and how their lives were forever changed.



Dead Ringers

Three

The day after the birthing center’s opening night party, the board and trustees watch Elliot perform
experimental surgery to delay menopause. Beverly is assaulted with a bucket of blood. While Beverly and
Genevieve are away, Elliot spirals, leading to a drug-fueled haze that may have caused a homeless
woman’s death.

Devil In Ohio

The Dawning

Series finale; Suzanne follows Mae to the Amontown compound, where the Dodd family and their followers
prepare for Mae's sacrifice. The Mathises seek a fresh start.

Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas

Follow Dolly's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique mountain magic.
Throughout the chaos, Dolly finds herself taking a journey guided by the mysterious appearances of her
Three Wise Mountain Men.

Don't Make Me Go

Don’t Make Me Go follows a single father and his reluctant teenage daughter as they embark on a cross
country road trip, discovering new levels of their love for each other and the unexpected twists and turns
life has in store.

Echoes

Fire

In the midst of an intense investigation, Sheriff Floss brings both sisters in for questioning, and Leni and
Gina tell two very different stories.

The English

Cherished

Cornelia finally confronts the man who killed her son and new revelations come to light. Love both lost and
found determines a final showdown with irreversible consequences.

Extrapolations

2059 Part II: Nightbirds

In Mumbai, small-time criminal Gaurav (Adarsh Gourav) and his unexpected companion Neel (Gaz
Choudhry) must complete a high-stakes mission.

Five Days At Memorial

Day One

Hurricane Katrina makes landfall in New Orleans. At Memorial Hospital, the doctors, nurses, and staff tend
to patients and brace for the storm.

Fleishman Is In Trouble

Summon Your Witnesses

Toby won't let Rachel's inconsiderate, and early, drop-off stop him from keeping a date with a woman he's
met online.

Florida Man

Should We Talk About The Corn?

An unwanted guest crashes Mike's family dinner and Patsy reaches a boiling point. Mike's attempt to corner
Moss at Gil's boat takes an unexpected turn.



A Friend Of The Family

Son Of Perdition

In Jackson Hole, Jan finds herself overwhelmed by the demands of the mission; Bob and Mary Ann
organize an aggressive legal strategy to bring her home.

From Scratch

First Tastes

Torn between her dreams and her father's expectations, Amy arrives in Italy for an art program and meets
a charming chef who gives her a new perspective.

George & Tammy

Stand By Your Man

Running away together turns out to be more difficult than George and Tammy imagined, with Tammy’s
past threatening to derail their hopes for marriage, and with George’s past standing in the way of their
future as a recording duo.

Goodnight Mommy

Twin brothers arrive at their Mother’s country home to discover her face covered in bandages—the result,
she explains, of recent cosmetic surgery. As her behavior grows increasingly erratic, a horrifying thought
takes root in the boys’ minds: the sinking suspicion that the woman beneath the gauze isn’t their mother.

Great Expectations

Episode 4

As London life begins to take its toll, Pip’s immoral work with Jaggers brings Estella shockingly back into
this life.

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

The Autopsy

A seasoned sheriff investigates a dead body in the woods and calls on an old pal, a medical examiner, to
help piece together a series of chilling events.

Hotel For The Holidays

Georgia is manager of NY’s most charming hotel, Hotel Fontaine. She navigates romantic entanglements as
she is caught between the hotel chef and a charming prince staying at the hotel over the holidays. In the
days leading up to Christmas, the hotel's staff and eclectic guests find love, friendship, inspiration.

Intimate Apparel (Great Performances)

The opera Intimate Apparel premiered in 2022 and was a product of the Metropolitan Opera / Lincoln
Center Theater New Works Program.

Jerry & Marge Go Large

When Retiree Jerry Selbee discovers a mathematical loophole in the Massachusetts lottery, he and his wife
go on an exciting, multimillion dollar winning spree in efforts to reviving their small Michigan town. When a
selfish college student cheats the system, Jerry must find a way to make the game fair.

Kaleidoscope

White (The Heist)

A master criminal and his crew hatch an elaborate scheme to break into a secure vault, but are forced to
pivot when things don't go according to plan.



The Last Kingdom: Seven Kings Must Die

In the wake of King Edward's death, Uhtred of Bebbanburg and his comrades adventure across a fractured
kingdom in the hopes of uniting England at last.

The Last Thing He Told Me

Keep Austin Weird

A clue to Owen’s past provides a lead. Jake and Jules start piecing together how much trouble the Michaels
family is in.

Little America

Paper Piano

An Afghan piano prodigy seeking asylum in NYC fights to bring his mother to the US and reconnect with his
passion.

Love & Death

Do No Evil

Following a grisly struggle, Candy attempts to go about her day as normal, while Allan grows concerned
when his repeated calls to Betty go unanswered.

Love Accidentally

Alexa and Jason are competing for a position at an advertising firm when their partners break up with
them. Alexa mistakenly texts Jason, and they start a phone-only relationship. When they meet and the
truth comes out, will true love prevail?

Meet Cute

Sheila discovers a nail salon tanning bed is a time machine and travels back to make her boyfriend more
perfect, unaware of how meddling in the past could ruin the future.

Mrs. Davis

Mother Of Mercy: The Call Of The Horse

A nun is forced to leave her quiet life at a convent when an all-powerful artificial intelligence known as Mrs.
Davis enlists her to complete an epic quest.

Ms. Marvel

Seeing Red

Kamala travels around the world to solve the mystery of the bangle and her family's history.

My Best Friend's Exorcism

In 1988, teen best friends Abby (Elsie Fisher) and Gretchen (Amiah Miller) grapple with an otherworldly
demon that takes up residence in Gretchen’s body.

Obi-Wan Kenobi

Part VI

The conclusion to the series delivers a climactic lightsaber battle between Darth Vader (Anakin Skywalker)
and Kenobi, the redemption of Order 66 survivor turned Inquisitor Reva, and an emotional goodbye with
young Princess Leia.

On A Wing And A Prayer

In this extraordinary true story of faith and survival, On A Wing And A Prayer follows passenger Doug
White’s (Dennis Quaid) harrowing journey to safely land a plane and save his entire family from
insurmountable danger, after their pilot dies unexpectedly mid-flight.



The Patient

Pastitsio

Sam reaches out to a woman from his past. Trials loom for Dr. Strauss, Sam, and Elias.

The People We Hate At The Wedding

Dysfunctional American siblings Alice and Paul along with their ever-optimistic mom, are invited to the
British wedding of their estranged half-sister Eloise as a chance to reconnect as – more or less – adults,
and learn to love each other like they once did.

The Portable Door

Interns Paul and Sophie discover that their employers at a mysterious London firm are attempting to
disrupt the world of magic with their unconventional business practices.

Praise This

A young woman with dreams of being a superstar joins an underdog Atlanta choir praise team in the lead
up to the national competition.

Prey

Set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago, a young woman, a highly-skilled warrior, stalks a highly-
evolved alien predator with a technically advanced arsenal, resulting in a terrifying showdown between the
two adversaries.

Reality

June 3, 2017. Twenty-five-year-old Reality Winner is confronted at her home by the FBI – a cryptic
conversation begins and soon her life starts to unravel. As more details of Reality’s life are revealed, a
complex portrait emerges of an American millennial, yoga teacher, and veteran under siege.

Run Sweetheart Run

After what begins as dinner with a client, a single mom (Ella Balinska) finds herself hunted by a monstrous
and seemingly unstoppable assailant (Pilou Asbæk) in this terrifying dark thriller.

Samaritan

Thirteen year old Sam Cleary suspects that his mysteriously reclusive neighbor is actually the legendary
vigilante Samaritan, who was reported dead 25 years ago. With crime on the rise and the city on the brink
of chaos, Sam makes it his mission to coax his neighbor out of hiding.

Shotgun Wedding

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, “’Til Death Do Us Part” takes on a whole new meaning as Darcy and Tom must save their loved
ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Sick

While quarantining at her family’s lake house during the pandemic, Parker and her best friend are
threatened by an unexpected visitor.

A Small Light

Boiling Point

As Nazi crackdowns increase in Amsterdam, Miep must hide an innocent student from her new Nazi
neighbor. When a desperate friend begs for help finding a way out of the city, Jan finds an unexpected ally
and hatches a plan.



Somebody I Used To Know

On a trip to her hometown, workaholic Ally (Alison Brie) reminisces with her first love Sean (Jay Ellis), and
starts to question everything about the person she's become. Things get more confusing when she meets
Sean's fiancé, Cassidy (Kiersey Clemons), who reminds her of the person she used to be.

Something From Tiffany's

Life – like love – is full of surprises and unexpected gifts. One woman’s life is forever changed by an
engagement ring meant for someone else.

A Spy Among Friends

Vodka

Elliott rattles Blunt’s cage to make him panic and then follows him to a clandestine meeting in the middle
of the night.

Swarm

Taste

As Dre is about to kill her next victim in an elevator, a man wearing a Caché jacket enters. Later, she
convinces him that she’s escaped from an abusive relationship. He takes her to a release party; she locks
him in a freezer and is overwhelmed when she spots Ni’Jah.

Tiny Beautiful Things

Broken Things

Clare and Danny take a good look at their sex life as a letter writer describes her boyfriend's secret shame.
In the meantime, Rae grapples with letting Montana back in her life as she discovers she may have the
upper hand.

Transatlantic

The Wilderness

Two Americans and their allies form a rescue operation in 1940 Marseille to help artists, writers and other
refugees fleeing Europe during World War II.

The Watcher

Someone To Watch Over Me

As Dean digs deeper into the house's history, Theodora discovers Dakota's disturbing screen name — and
Ellie's secret relationship comes to light.

Weird: The Al Yankovic Story

Daniel Radcliffe is Weird Al Yankovic in the unexaggerated true story about the greatest musician and sex
symbol of our time.

Welcome To Chippendales

Leeches

While Nick takes the Big Apple by storm, Steve is back in LA staring down a discrimination lawsuit.
Jealousy flares when Nick becomes a media darling -- and the face of the brand.

White House Plumbers

The Writer's Wife

As the FBI investigation over the Watergate break-in closes in on Hunt and Liddy, Hunt's CIA-trained wife,
Dorothy, takes charge over disbursing the illegal hush money to the team.



The Witcher: Blood Origin

Of Dreams, Defiance, And Desperate Deeds

In need of coin to fund their quest, Éile, Fjall and Scían hatch a risky scheme that leads to a firestorm of
trouble. Merwyn stumbles on a secret.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (Half-Hour) And
Animation

Abbott Elementary

Holiday Hookah

Janine is convinced by a friend to go to a popular hookah club where she runs into unexpected colleagues;
Jacob crashes Barbara and Melissa's traditional holiday dinner and in the process begins to learn the true
meaning of Christmas.

Acapulco

Always Something There To Remind Me

Chaos ensues on the night of Chad and Julia’s joint bachelor and bachelorette party.

Agent Elvis

F*ck You, Vegas

Elvis returns to Vegas and encounters Howard Hughes, a gang of evil spies and a nuclear airplane, while
Bertie deals with Scatter's reckless behavior.

American Born Chinese

The Fourth Scroll

Jin and Wei-Chen must stop Bull Demon’s plan to destroy Heaven.

American Dad!

Echoes

Steve starts a work-study program and discovers that not all is what it seems at Channel 3 News. Roger
seeks redemption in the Nashville country music scene.

Archer

The Laws Of Attraction

Fabian tasks The Agency with recovering a piece of valuable tech from a nefarious threat, the Swiss!

Atlanta

It Was All A Dream

You know what? As much as I hated this show, I think I’m gonna miss it.

Barry

Wow

Series finale. Because Cousineau is blamed for the murder of Janice Moss, he murders Barry. Fuches
murders Hank in a showdown over Barry’s son. Sally escapes with John and lives quiet life as a high school
acting teacher. John watches the movie about his dad and believes it’s a lie.

The Bear

Review

A bad day in the kitchen. Tensions rise.

The Big Door Prize

Deerfest: Part Two

Season Finale. Father Reuben makes a discovery about Hana. Dusty and Cass contemplate their future.
The Morpho reveals a new mystery.



Big Mouth

F**ked Up Friday

A sudden outbreak of body-swapping yields awkward situations and poignant revelations galore.

Bob's Burgers

The Plight Before Christmas

Bob and Linda try to attend all the kids' holiday performances at the same time.

Bupkis

Crispytown

Pete introduces his crew as they drive to Florida to hopefully perform a gig without any mishaps; the
sudden appearance of an eccentric jeweler named Crispy kicks off a surreal and possibly hallucinated
series of events.

Central Park

A Star Is Owen

The Tillerman family welcomes spring as an episode of a hit crime show films in the park.

Cobra Kai

Taikai

A coveted spot in an elite international tournament ignites a fight between dojos. Tory’s loyalties are
tested. Sam struggles to let Miguel go.

The Consultant

Friday

As Craig heads out to start his weekend, Regus corners him into grabbing a beer. At the pub, Regus insists
that Craig join him at his next stop. They go to a private club, but things escalate when Regus commits an
abduction. Elaine finds a key to the records room.

Dave

The Storm

Dave gets a lesson in Southern hospitality, courtesy of his number one fan.

Dead To Me

We've Reached The End

On an escape to Mexico, Jen and Judy face the past and make decisions about the future as they forever
cement their ride-or-die friendship.

Dragon Age: Absolution

The Serpent's Coils

A heist of an ancient artifact goes horribly wrong thanks to a darker conspiracy behind the scenes. The
dead, dragons, mages, and guards all come after the band of rogues as they seek to escape.

Emily In Paris

Ooo La La Liste

Emily tries to use her influence to land Sylvie a spot on a who's-who list, Mindy bumps into a well-
connected old friend, and Alfie throws a party.



Entergalactic

Ambitious artist Jabari attempts to balance success and love when he moves into his dream Manhattan
apartment and falls for his next-door neighbor.

Fairfax

Clout 9

The beach day Dale was hoping for gets put on hold when the Gang Gang tries to rescue Hiroki from the
infamous Clout 9.

Family Guy

Happy Holo-ween

Peter makes a hologram of himself to get out of menial household duties.

Fired On Mars

The God Of War

Invigorated by his newfound community of rebels, Jeff faces a dilemma when Brandon offers him a new
opportunity at Mars.ly.

Ghosts

Halloween 2: The Ghost Of Hetty's Past

A séance at Sam and Jay's last-minute Halloween party conjures up a spirit from Hetty's past. Also, Isaac
worries Nigel will be turned off by his ghost power.

The Great North

For Whom The Smell Tolls Adventure: Part One

Judy and Kima are worried about finding the perfect dates for prom, while the other Tobins investigate the
source of a weird smell.

Harlem

Takesie Backsies

Camille and Ian find themselves at a Crossroads, Quinn prepares for her first same-sex date, Angie tries to
end her bad luck streak, and Tye tries to make a real connection.

Harley Quinn

Harley Quinn: A Very Problematic Valentine's Day Special

Harley goes overboard in her attempts to give Ivy the best Valentine’s Day ever. Bane’s efforts to impress
an unexpected date go horribly awry. Clayface engages in some self-love.

Hello Tomorrow!

The Gargon Mothership

Any salesperson worth their salt always remembers the brave heroes who made peace, prosperity, and
great products possible.

High School

Fix You Up

While Maya cuts off Tegan, Sara and Phoebe introduce Tegan to Phoebe’s friend Cass. Tegan and Sara
have an opportunity to perform at a party and ask Simone and Patrick to help them buy a guitar by
working for it. Later, Patrick upsets Sara when he uses an anti-gay slur.



Jury Duty

Voir Dire

Contractor Ronald Gladden arrives for jury selection, unaware that an entirely fictional court case has been
created just for him. Everyone involved is an actor. James Marsden, playing a fictionalized version of
himself, pulls every trick in the book to weasel out of it, but is selected as an alternate.

The Legend Of Vox Machina

The Killbox

Despite his weakened state, Grog confronts his uncle, Kevdak, in a fight to the death. He takes a beating
at the hands of his uncle’s Titanstone Knuckles, another Vestige of Divergence. As Grog is about to fall, the
rest of Vox Machina arrives, just in time to join the fray.

Little Demon

Everybody’s Dying For The Weekend

Satan and Chrissy enter an otherworldly game show. Laura and Darlene's girl's night gets cray cray.

Loot

Pilot

Molly Novak's life is thrown into upheaval when she discovers her billionaire husband is cheating on her.

Lopez vs Lopez

Lopez vs Neighbors

When George starts a prank war with a neighborhood rival, Mayan is torn between loyalty to the Lopez way
and her desire to preserve a new friendship; Chance discovers the thrill of forbidden love.

Mammals

Episode 2

The search for ‘Paul’ continues as Jamie tries to contain the situation. Enlisting the help of his brother-in-
law Jeff, even more shocking news is uncovered. Meanwhile, Amandine seeks distraction in her passion for
violin which draws her close to her tutor.

The Mandalorian

Chapter 24: The Return

Season finale. Bo-Katan Kryze, Din Djarin and Grogu face off with Moff Gideon and his guards in a bid to
take back Mandalore.

Mo

Remorse

Plagued by nightmares and stress, a torn Mo turns to instant relief. At a meeting with his new immigration
lawyer, an unsettling truth is revealed.

Mulligan

The Egg Hunt

On Easter, Senator LaMarr worries traditional religion may be losing its influence on their new government
until he meets a doomsday prophet named Dave.

Mythic Quest

Sarian

Two kids from across the globe find their passions in a world that doesn’t understand them.



Never Have I Ever

...Lived The Dream

The end of the school year has the Sherman Oaks crew all up in their feels. Devi is torn between planning
the future and enjoying the present.

Only Murders In The Building

The Tell

Mabel hosts a party for an eclectic art crowd which also serves a double purpose for smoking out a liar in
the trio's midst.

The Other Two

Cary Becomes Somewhat Of A Name

Cary learns the benefits of self-tapes, and the drawbacks of not being a name. After leaving her job,
Brooke faces the cruel reality of a life as a regular person. Pat goes to extreme lengths to spend time with
her family.

Party Down

First Annual PI2A Symposium

Ron, desperate to keep Party Down afloat, books an event for an extremely problematic group leading to
complications for... everyone.

Pitch Perfect: Bumper In Berlin

Torschlusspanik

Bumper does damage control at Pretzel Fest; Pieter confronts an old flame; Heidi convinces Thea to work
with Bumper.

Primo

The Carnival

Rafa tries to impress Mya at a carnival. Ryan and Jay have to rebuild Drea’s favorite bookshelf after
accidentally destroying it.

Rap Sh!t

Something For The City

Stuck at a dead-end hotel job while her long-distance boyfriend attends law school, aspiring rapper
Shawna spontaneously invites her estranged friend Mia out for drinks – yielding surprising results.

Reboot

New Girl

Hannah and Gordon's relationship is tested when he brings in a new cast member without her knowledge,
driving a wedge between Reed and Bree too. Clay gets sucked into a new relationship with someone close
to Zack.

Reservation Dogs

This Is Where The Plot Thickens

Big takes a trip down memory lane.

The Resort

El Espejo

Following a shocking discovery at the Oceana Vista, Emma and Noah team up with Baltasar and try to
uncover the truth behind Sam and Violet’s disappearance.



Schmigadoon!

Something Real

After Josh and Melissa realize they need to find a happy ending for everyone, they try to make that happen
—with unintended consequences.

Servant

Tunnels

Sean and Julian make a decision about Leanne.

She-Hulk: Attorney At Law

Whose Show Is This?

Jen finds herself in trouble with the law and struggles to pick up the pieces of her life.

Shrinking

Coin Flip

Jimmy, a therapist mourning his wife, takes a more proactive approach with his patients in the hopes that
helping them will help himself.

The Simpsons

Treehouse Of Horror XXXIII

In a book-themed trilogy, Marge’s resentment takes monstrous form, Lisa tries to save the planet through
murder, and Homer learns he’s not the man he thought he was.

Somebody Somewhere

To Ed

After reuniting with Joel at a funeral, Sam takes stock of herself and her actions – and decides to make
things right with her best friend. Then, everyone comes together for an epic celebration of love and
partnership at Fred and Susan’s wedding.

Star Trek: Lower Decks

Hear All, Trust Nothing

The Cerritos crew unexpectedly spends a day on Deep Space Nine.

Star Wars: Tales Of The Jedi

The Sith Lord

A Jedi master makes a troubling discovery.

Star Wars: The Bad Batch

Plan 99

The heroes are tested.

Star Wars: Visions

Screecher's Reach

Seeking reprieve from her days in a rural workhouse, a girl investigates a local legend, the tale of a
Banshee living in a cave. On her journey, she encounters a force of greater sound and fury than she could
have ever imagined and the trajectory of her life changes forever.



That '90s Show

That '90s Pilot

Donna and Eric spend the Fourth of July at his parents' house in Point Place, where their daughter Leia
makes an impression on the other teens in town.

Uncoupled

Chapter 1

Michael plans an elaborate surprise party for Colin's milestone birthday, but the night takes a devastating
turn after a shocking revelation.

Unstable

The Ballad Of Eduardo

A call from an old professor puts Jackson in a tough spot. The Red Lab crew faces hard truths. Ellis sets his
sights on new heights at his side job.

Up Here

Y2K

With the end of the world looming, and the future of their relationship in the balance, Miguel and Lindsay
find themselves facing stark choices that threaten to unravel everything they have fought for.

The Upshaws

Heart Matters

An unexpected crisis puts the family on edge and forces Regina to take a pause. Meanwhile, Lucretia and
Bennie handle responsibilities at home.

What We Do In The Shadows

Pine Barrens

Nandor and Laszlo air out their differences on a hunting trip at an isolated cabin; Nadja has a girls' night;
Guillermo reconnects with his family for the first time in 12 years.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Variety Series Or Special

The 58th Academy Of Country Music Awards

The 58th Academy of Country Music Awards, hosted by Dolly Parton with co-host Garth Brooks streamed
live from the Ford Center at The Star in Frisco, Texas.

Alex Borstein: Corsets & Clown Suits

A personal and fictitious account of one woman’s attempt to challenge perceptions. Borstein showcases her
form of storytelling with the help of her muse and maestro, Barcelona-native musicians, Eric Mills and
Salva Rey.

The Amber Ruffin Show

Episode 304

Amber interviews Wanda Sykes, plays The Wrong Song with Sisqó and explores the erasure of Indigenous
Americans.

Andrew Schulz: Infamous

Andrew Schulz delivers his latest comedy special Infamous, filmed during his 10 month Infamous Tour at
The Paramount in Austin, TX.

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVII Halftime Show Starring Rihanna

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVII Halftime Show, Starring Rihanna, featured Rihanna and her dancers atop
seven moving platforms suspended over the field. The 13-minute performance featured the songs
Umbrella, Run This Town, We Found Love, and Diamonds.

Beauty And The Beast: A 30th Celebration

In honor of the 30th anniversary of the animated classic, this animated and live-action blended special
showcases the fan-favorite movie, along with new musical performances, sets and costumes inspired by
the classic story.

Bill Burr: Live At Red Rocks

Comedian Bill Burr sounds off on cancel culture, feminism, getting bad reviews from his wife and a life-
changing epiphany.

A Black Lady Sketch Show

Peek-A-Boob, Your Titty’s Out

Sitcom friends hide the truth from each other; Fashion scammer swindles desperate sisters; Cousin Curtis
takes over a hotel front desk; Keema tells Simone new job drama; Woman’s night of self-love is
sabotaged; Friends bid for perfect life; Cavewomen become reality TV stars; Actor behind Cousin Curtis
makes shocking confession.

Bono & The Edge: A Sort Of Homecoming With Dave Letterman

U2’s Bono and the Edge invite Dave Letterman to Dublin for a live performance of their greatest songs,
stripped back and reimagined.

Carol Burnett: 90 Years Of Laughter + Love

Paying tribute to a beloved national icon, Carol Burnett: 90 Years of Laughter + Love celebrates Carol
Burnett’s legendary career; featuring performances and appearances by Cher, Julie Andrews, Ellen
DeGeneres, Billy Porter, Steve Carell, Amy Poehler, Jane Lynch, Kristen Wiig, Vicki Lawrence, Maya
Rudolph, Katy Perry, and more.



Chris Rock: Selective Outrage

In the platform’s first-ever live stream comedy special, Chris Rock delivers a high energy set to a packed
house in Baltimore, hitting on topics such as dating, wokeness, spoiling his kids, non-racist yoga pants,
and his highly anticipated response to the Will Smith slap.

2023 CMT Music Awards

Hosted by Kane Brown and Kelsea Ballerini from Austin, Texas’ Moody Center, country's fan-voted award
show brings together music’s biggest names for first-time collaborations and cross-genre pairings.

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Brandi Carlile Performs You And Me On The Rock With Her Wife Catherine Carlile

Trevor speaks with Brandi Carlile about her album In the Canyon Haze and her special concert weekend
with Joni Mitchell. Brandi and her wife perform their love song You and Me on the Rock, marking the first
time the wives performed together on a late-night talk show.

Dancing With The Stars

Finale

Hosted by Tyra Banks and Alfonso Ribeiro, pairing celebrities with trained ballroom dancers to compete in
themed choreographed dances judged by renowned ballroom experts, including Len Goodman, Carrie Ann
Inaba, Bruno Tonioli and Derek Hough.

Elton John Live: Farewell From Dodger Stadium

Elton John Live: Farewell From Dodger Stadium is a concert event featuring Elton John, live from Dodger
Stadium in his final North American show. This concert features special guests and performances of global
hits spanning decades.

Encanto At The Hollywood Bowl

Encanto At The Hollywood Bowl stars the original voice cast of Encanto reuniting at the Hollywood Bowl for
a concert event featuring musical numbers from the soundtrack.

Gabriel Iglesias: Stadium Fluffy

Gabriel Fluffy Iglesias shares details about being a Los Angeles native, a recent attempt at extortion
towards him, and where he holds the record for receiving the highest fine on stage.

The 65th Annual Grammy Awards

Hosted by Trevor Noah, the 65th Annual Grammy Awards were held at Crypto.com Arena and celebrated
music's biggest achievements. Performances by Lizzo, Harry Styles and a tribute to 50 years of Hip Hop.

A Grammy Salute To The Beach Boys

Beach Boys music and their harmonies were celebrated with performances from Brandi Carlile, John
Legend, Norah Jones, St. Vincent, LeAnn Rimes, Pentatonix, and many more. The packed audience, which
included the Beach Boys themselves, sang along to every song, and archival footage of the group played
throughout.

Hasan Minhaj: The King's Jester

Hasan Minhaj shares his thoughts on fertility, fatherhood, and freedom of speech.

History Of The World, Part II

VIII

The Berlin Wall comes down; Christianity gets a makeover; Shirley Chisholm speaks at the DNC.



Homeward Bound: A Grammy Salute To The Songs Of Paul Simon

Paul Simon gets a high spirited tribute special featuring 14 performances of his greatest hits (Garth
Brooks, Sting, Bonnie Raitt, Stevie Wonder) and an emotional performance by Simon and Rhiannon
Giddens.

Iliza Shlesinger: Hot Forever

With topics ranging from tight rompers to ugly bras to why every man needs a box spring, Iliza remains the
hilarious, affecting voice of her generation.

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

20th Anniversary Special

Jimmy celebrates 20 years of Jimmy Kimmel Live by interviewing himself in 2003, and reuniting the show's
first ever guests: George Clooney and Snoop Dogg. Plus Coldplay performs a rendition of Clocks - the same
song they performed on Kimmel’s first episode.

Jo Koy: Live From The Los Angeles Forum

Jo Koy takes the stage at the iconic Los Angeles Forum. Jo gushes about his relationship with his teenage
son along with sharing the struggles of living with sleep apnea and more.

John Mulaney: Baby J

A chaotic intervention. An action-packed stay in rehab. After a weird couple of years, John Mulaney comes
out swinging in his return to the stage

Kendrick Lamar: Live From Paris The Big Steppers Tour

Kendrick Lamar is back and performing live from Paris. Inspired by Lamar’s latest album.

45th Kennedy Center Honors

The 45th Kennedy Center Honors celebrating esteemed honorees George Clooney, U2, Gladys Knight, Amy
Grant, and Tania Leon. With the President and First Lady in attendance, a star studded cast paid tribute to
the Honorees through heartfelt stories, moving performances and poignant testimonies.

The Last Last Late Late Show With James Corden Carpool Karaoke Special

James celebrates the end of his run as host of The Late Late Show with one final carpool with Adele, one
final stunt with Tom Cruise and a look back at some of the show’s greatest moments.

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Solitary Confinement

Main Story: John Oliver discusses solitary confinement, how prevalent it is, how damaging it can be, and,
of course, how to hit the woah.

Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 1415

On this episode of Late Night, Seth welcomes Chris Pratt and Ali Wong as chat guests and A Closer Look
examines events after Trump’s indictment. Musical guest, The Hold Steady, also pays the show a visit
performing Sideways Skull, and Brann Dailor joins the 8G band as the guest drummer.



The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Donald J. T**** Is Under Arrest; Cyborgasm; Lin-Manuel Miranda & John Kander; Broadway Cast of New
York, New York

The former president drew a puny crowd of supporters outside his arraignment in New York as his friend
Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene sought to compare him to other historical figures who’ve been arrested. Plus,
Meanwhile. Guests: Lin-Manuel Miranda & John Kander and the Broadway cast of New York, New York

Library Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song: Joni Mitchell

This music special traces the career of Joni Mitchell with performances by many of the artists (James
Taylor, Graham Nash, Brandi Carlile) who shared their lives and their music with Joni after her brain
aneurysm in 2015. The show culminates with a remarkable pair of performances by Joni herself.

The Masked Singer

Finale Part 2

Both finalists sing their hearts out one last time, with only one taking home the trophy.

Miley Cyrus: Endless Summer Vacation (Backyard Sessions)

Miley Cyrus takes the stage in this music event featuring debut performances of her eighth studio album,
Endless Summer Vacation. The superstar’s performances are threaded together with exclusive interviews
where she provides insight to her new album and the person she is today.

Mo'Nique: My Name Is Mo'Nique

From staring down a racist teacher to her grandmother's sex warning, Mo'Nique spills all in this stand-up
comedy special.

Monumental: Ellie Goulding At Kew Gardens

Ellie Goulding performs at Kew Gardens, the largest, most diverse botanic garden in the world. She
performs tracks from her fifth studio album Higher Than Heaven and some of her greatest hits. In an
exclusive interview with Roman Kemp, Goulding reflects on her life, activism, and the urgency of
environmentalism.

2022 MTV Video Music Awards

The 2022 MTV Video Music Awards honors the biggest names in music with performances, awards, and pop
culture-defining moments.

The Oscars

A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, featuring 23 awards categories from
Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including Halle Berry and Harrison Ford and performances
including Lady Gaga, Rihanna and more.

Patton Oswalt: We All Scream

Patton riffs on the hazards of aging, his failed shutdown plans and the day his wife turned into a Valkyrie in
this stand-up special.

Personality Crisis: One Night Only

A portrait of David Johansen from Martin Scorsese and David Tedeschi.

The Problem With Jon Stewart

Searching For Allies

Jon heads to Europe on an urgent diplomatic mission to see who’s with us, who’s against us…and who
makes the best pastries.



Real Time With Bill Maher

Episode 6

Guests: Sen. Bernie Sanders - Independent Senator from Vermont and author of, It's OK to Be Angry
About Capitalism; John Heilemann - Host & Executive Producer of "The Circus" and MSNBC national affairs
analyst; Russell Brand - Actor, comedian, host of Stay Free with Russell Brand and stand-up special
Brandemic.

2022 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

Celebrating this year's inductees - highlights included P!nk inducting Dolly Parton; Robert Downey
inducting Duran Duran; Lenny Kravitz inducting Lionel Richie; Eminem performing with Ed Sheeran and
Steven Tyler; Olivia Rodrigo's Carly Simon tribute; Judas Priest; Pat Benatar; and the finale: Dolly, Brandi
Carlile, P!nk, Rob Halford, and Simon LeBon.

Sarah Silverman: Someone You Love

This is a stand-up special of Sarah Silverman’s original comedy material.

Saturday Night Live

Co-Hosts: Steve Martin & Martin Short

Steve Martin & Marty Short remain a dynamic duo in a standout edition of SNL that showcases unparalleled
comedic timing, singing and dancing with Brandi Carlile wielding gale force presence as musical guest.

Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 4

Rihanna’s Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 4 brings you a a seductive fashion fever dream that blends style,
dance, and music with the hypnotic essence of nocturnal nature. Featuring a star-studded cast all wearing
the newest Savage X Fenty looks.

Sebastian Maniscalco: Is It Me?

Sebastian acts out life's little agonies, from school drop-offs to off-leash dogs to date nights with his wife.

Stand Out: An LGBTQ+ Celebration

LGBTQ+ comedy legends and emerging talent share the stage for a night of laughter and queer joy hosted
by Billy Eichner.

Stephen Colbert Presents Tooning Out The News

CPAC, Adam Pally

Stephen Colbert Presents Tooning Out The News features a cast of animated anchors covering the top
news stories and interviewing real-world guests.

Taylor Hawkins Tribute Concert

Taylor’s memory was celebrated by his Foo Fighters brothers, members of AC/DC, Led Zeppelin, Metallica,
Oasis, The Police, Pretenders, Queen, Rush, and surprise appearances from Paul McCartney and Taylor's
son Shane Hawkins.

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Episode 1746

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon invited guests Seth Rogen and Jeremy Pope. Jimmy received
helped from the audience on what he should post on Twitter in WeTweet. Bruce Springsteen performed
Turn Back the Hands of Time.



Trevor Noah: I Wish You Would

Comedian Trevor Noah talks learning German, speaking ill of the dead, judging people in horror movies,
dealing with modern communication, and ordering Indian food in Scotland.

Wanda Sykes: I’m An Entertainer

Wanda Sykes, renowned for her social commentary, delivers her wit and candor audiences have come to
know and love.

The Weeknd Live At SoFi Stadium

The Weeknd created this visually intense concert featuring his biggest hits and more live at SoFi Stadium
in Los Angeles.

Would It Kill You To Laugh? Starring Kate Berlant & John Early

Kate Berlant and John Early play celebrities reuniting after a public falling-out at a moderated TV event
interspersed with absurdist sketches of varying characters, from strippers to a family of beavers.

End of Category


